The area of security has become more important to personal computer users, organizations, and the military due to the continuous advancements in technology and computing resources. With the advent of Internet and ease of data sharing among users, the integrity of the data has become quite an issue. Moreover, with better computational resources the number of threats also increases. This further pushes for a stronger and better security measures. The entire field of security is vast and in an evolutionary stage. In this paper, we have re-engineered a well known and widely used public-key algorithm of Diffie-Hellman. The paper also provides an insight into other public-key algorithm. In our work, we have proposed some amendments in DH so as to improve the secret key values. Experimental results show that our proposed amendments in DH give significant improvements.
INTRODUCTION
From the past few years the interest in field of computer security has significantly grown and this is pretty much evident in every possible business and industry. Importance of understanding security is instrumental for well functioning markets. The secrecy and integrity of information needs to be there for procuring high benefits and safe transactions. To avoid the unauthorized access to information, both the entities performing transactions need to agree on some secret which the intruder is unaware of [1] [2] . The art and science of transforming information, such that it looks gibberish to unrecognized and unauthorized party is called cryptography. With the continuous evolution of technology and rapid expansion of networking, the amount of data in the near future will also be incredibly large. Thus cryptography will be effectively and broadly applied in all computing areas such as electronic commerce, banking transactions, and trade contracts etc [3] .
Security Goals
The three essential goals [4] of security are defined as: First, Confidentiality, which means that unauthorized people cannot access our secret information. Second, Integrity, which means that the data has not been modified and the data did not come from an imposter. Third, Availability, which means that the resources are ready to use when we need them. Nonavailability means denial of service
Security Threats
A threat is a possibility that an attack can be performed [5] . Security threats to any system are Disclosure, or unauthorized access to information; Deception, or accepting incorrect information; Disruption, or hindering the actual operation; Usurpation, or gaining unauthorized access and control of system.
Need for Security
The advancements in technology, the Internet, and information sharing has proved to be both a boon and a bane. One of the negative impacts was the large increase in new information threats. Many of these threats pave way for exploiting confidential information being stored by companies and businesses. The Unauthorized access to confidential information is a result of weak security measures. The cost to secure information is increasing with the rising threats and vulnerabilities [6] . Few of the many reasons, as to why we need security is to ensure that information can be accessed by only those who are recognized and authorized, to ensure that the information cannot be modified by intruder and also to make sure that the information and resources are available when they are required. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some idea on public key cryptography. Section 3 presents problem formulation. In Section 4, experimental results are shown. Section 5, concludes the paper with some future research directions.
PUBLIC KEY CRYPTOGRAPHY
The art and science of safeguarding information by converting it into a form which looks gibberish to unintended/unauthorized user is called cryptography. Public key cryptography also known as asymmetric cryptography is a classification of cryptography. In a public-key cryptosystem both communicating persons require two keys, one key is public and second key is private. If one person, say Bob, wants to communicate with other person named Alice, he recovers the public key of Alice and uses the key to encrypt message, and then sends the encrypted message to Alice. Only Alice can decrypt the received message using her private key. In any case the third person or intruder should not be able to recover the secret key by knowing the public key [7] .
Calculate d, so that . Obtain Public key as {e, n} and Private key as {d, n}.
Although "n" is made public, the factors "p" and "q" are known only to concerned entities say Alice and Bob [10 ] . Encryption: To encrypt a message use the formula , where "C" is ciphertext, "M" is plaintext message and "e" is the public key. Decryption: To decrypt a message use the formula , where "C" is ciphertext, "M" is plaintext message and "d" is the private key.
2.2DSA: Digital Signature Algorithm
The DSA is a public key signature scheme which was proposed by U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in 1991.It became first digital signature standard (DSS) to be recognized by any government [11] .
Key generation in DSA:
Choose p as a large prime number of bit size 512-1024.
Choose q which is a prime divisor of of bit size 160.
Select a generator g of the unique cyclic group of order q in .
Select a random integer x such that . Calculate .
The public key is p, q, g, y, and the private key is x.
Message signing in DSA:
In order to sign a message "m", the signer selects a new integer k, , and computes , and . The signature for message "m" is a pair (r, s) [12] .
Signature Verification:
The verification of signature is done by using the formula , where .
2.3DH: Diffie-Hellman
The Diffie-Hellman key agreement algorithm [13] is one of the most popular and widely used method used by two communicating entities, say Alice and Bob, to agree on a secret key over an insecure communication medium without pre-sharing any information. The algorithm proceeds as follows: The two communicating entities say Alice and Bob select a prime number "q" and its root known as generator "g" [8] .
Alice selects a positive number and calculates . Similarly Bob selects a positive number and calculates . Alice sends (her public key) to Bob. And Bob sends (his public key) to Alice. Alice calculates and Bob calculates . Therefore, Alice and Bob now share the same secret key .
PROBLEM FORMULATION
The term security has become a latest and an utmost requirement for any organization whether it is personal or business level. With the rapid and ever-increasing computing power of the systems which doubles approximately every 18 to 24 months [14] [15], any field where data sharing, data storage and data usage is carried out demands for highest level of security. As the need to thwart the intruders and to safeguard our information has become a vital necessity, we have proposed some amendments in the well known public key cryptosystem "Diffie-Hellman". We are proposing the method to extend the security level by improving the key value sender and receiver generate simultaneously. Also, a simple encryption/decryption will be carried out using this improved key.
3.1Proposed Work
Our proposed work for key improvement is as follows. At the beginning, the two communicating entities choose a large prime number (q) and its primitive root (g), also known as generator. Then the sender and the receiver choose a secret number and calculate their public keys. Then they exchange their public keys with each-other and do come calculations to generate their secret keys. This secret will be same to both entities. Then sender and receiver calculate a value which is "2 to the power of secret key". Lastly, in the newly calculated value both entities add the initially chosen prime number (q).
As the secret key generated earlier is known only to sender and receiver, the value generated with performing "2 to the power of secret key" will be greater and unknown to third party. Moreover, as the secret key value is unknown to intruder, performing the addition of prime number, further makes it more secure and creates randomness, because even if the value of "q" is public, the secret key value is unknown and intruder will not be able to deduce as to which value the prime number is added. Further, the encryption and decryption is performed by opening file and reading each character in file, adding the new improved secret key value to each character value and then save file in a location. To decrypt the file the encrypted file is selected and opened, read each encrypted character, and subtract the new improved secret key value from each character value and then decrypted file is saved at a location.
3.2Methodology
The proposed work proceeds in the step by step fashion as follows:
The two communicating entities say Alice and Bob select a prime number "q" and it root known as generator "g".
Sender:
1. Sender selects a positive number . 2. Sender calculates its public key as . 3. Sender gets the public key of receiver by exchanging public keys and calculates the secret key as .
Sender calculates
, where is any variable to store value. 5. Sender performs the addition of prime number (q) to value in step 4, as .
Receiver:
1. Receiver selects a positive number . 2. Receiver calculates its public key as . 3. Receiver gets the public key of sender by exchanging public keys and calculates the secret key as . Therefore, Sender and Receiver now share the same secret key , which will be larger and stronger than earlier secret key of and , which are also same. The flowchart of proposed algorithm is depicted below.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have used Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 with C#.Net environment to generate results of our proposed algorithm. Comparison is done based on a secret key value which is generated simultaneously by both entities without pre-sharing any information and the time both algorithms take to generate keys. We have done the analysis of both the classical DH and our proposed DH on the parameters of Average Tables 1, 2 , and 3 is shown in graphical form in the Figures 2, 3 , and 4 respectively. From the graphs we observed that the plot for the "New values" is higher than the "Old values". It is evident from the graph plot of "Times Larger" which is always above the corresponding value of both "New and Old", that values generated by our proposed algorithm are much improved and better than its earlier counterparts. This is because, in our proposed scheme we are performing "2 to the power of old secret key" and then adding the Prime number value to the value obtained by raising "2 to the power of old secret key", which is shown in steps 4 and 5 for both sender and receiver in our methodology. The results of simple encryption/decryption scheme are shown in the Figures 5, 6 , and 7 below. Figure 5 shows the plain text file named as "hello.txt". This plain text file will then be encrypted, and the result of encryption is the garbled text as shown in Figure 6 . The encrypted file is named as "hello (encrypted).txt". The encrypted file in Figure 6 will then be decrypted and the result of the decryption is shown in Figure 7 . The decrypted file is named as "hello (decrypted).txt". The gibberish text in Figure 6 is changed to plaintext in Figure 7 . The result for Figure 5 and 7 is identical, i.e. the file is encrypted and decrypted correctly. 
CONCLUSION
The field of security has been continuously evolving and new techniques to thwart the adversaries from accessing our information are also being discovered rapidly. DH public key algorithm is a well known key exchange algorithm and it is widely used in different protocols such as SSL, IPSec and SSH. Enhancing the security of DH means, improving the security of the protocols where DH is applicable. The security in itself is not permanent. The continuously evolving technology and the increasing computational power raise the probability of a system to be compromised. So, we have proposed some amendments in the widely used algorithm of DH. The amendments that we suggested include: raising the shared key value generated by classical DH, as power of 2; and performing the addition of prime number to the result of "2 to the power of shared secret". These amendments increase the shared key values to approximately 10 times on an average, than the values generated with classical DH algorithm. The calculated average time difference for generating key values which comes out to be 24.16 microseconds (µs) is almost negligible. This is also favorable considering the significant increase in the new key values. We have done the analysis of both the classical DH and our proposed DH on the parameters of Average Times-Larger and Average Time Difference. Our proposed algorithm is definitely an improvement over original DH algorithm. The future work prospective is to minimize the average difference between calculation times.
